
Name ____________Merle Rutledge__________________________ Office Sought
_____________Governor of Virginia 2021__________

Please indicate whether you would support (S), oppose(O) or be undecided (U) about legislation that
would:

1. Restore the death penalty repealed this spring.

S _______S____O____________U________

Explanation_____Crime must have punishment______________________________
2. Emergency rules, regulations or orders expire after 45 days unless the General Assembly takes

action.

S ___S________O____________U________

Explanation___________________________________

3. Re-enact criminal penalties for the recreational use of marijuana.

S ___________O_______O_____U________

Explanation_________I support Marijuana and want it legalized with non violent offenses
expunged after conditions are met.  I want to end the war on drugs and focus on recovery.  No point
of ruining peoples lives and they have done whatever necessary to be allowed a second meaningful
change in life at gainful employment.__________________________

4. Prohibit Dept. Of Health from communicating with children about sexual issues without parents’
consent.
S ____S_______O____________U________

Explanation__Parents must be parents.  Too much government indoctrination without parents
consent.  I won’t stand for it at all._________________________________

5. Prohibit State from forcing anyone to get a COVID vaccine despite sincere religious objections.

S _____S______O____________U________

Explanation_Let people make their own decisions about their health and get the government
out of their business.__________________________________

6. Require employers to offer paid sick leave to employees working 20 or more hours a week.
S ___________O_____O_______U________

Explanation__________Governor Northam should have thought this out before he shut down
Virginia.  I would have never closed Virginia at all unless I had a plan to address this
matter._________________________

7. Establish Medicaid coverage of undocumented populations during COVID-19 pandemic.
S ___________O____O________U________

Explanation__If we can’t take care of America problems first with our legal citizens than we
shouldn’t be taken on other countries irresponsibility._________________________________
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___________

Initials

8. Require that hospitals, nursing homes, hospice and assisted living facilities allow patients to
receive visits from a rabbi, priest, minister or clergyman upon request during a declared public
health emergency.

S _____S______O____________U________
Explanation_I will make no law tor authorize any mandate hat interferes with people religion or
practices__________________________________

9. Allow adult protective service workers to obtain protective orders for incapacitated adults
subjected to an act of violence, force, threat or financial exploitation.
S ___________O_____O_______U________
Explanation______________No, unless due process of law and signed by a judge with a valid
court order.  I’ve seen the process abused far too much.  It has become a slush fund for vulture
and predatory tactics._____________________

10. Repeal 2020 legislation allowing coverage of abortion in health insurance plans sold on Virginia’s
Obamacare exchange.
S _____S______O____________U________
Explanation___________________________________

11. Require a school nurse in every school building.
S ___________O____________U________
Explanation___________________________________

12. Require every public school to give parents the option for child to attend school in-person.

S ____S_______O____________U________

Explanation____If the teachers are holding children from going back to school.  I would look at
relaxing the rules to allow college students and those that qualified with a 2 year degree to teach
classes in their place.  We are going back to normal._______________________________

13. Offer tax credits for donations to scholarship funds to enable low-income students to pay for
private school tuition or curricula for home-schooling.

S _____S______O____________U________

Explanation________I believe parents need to be involved in their children education more than
ever.  It’s too much of indoctrination and hate yourself classes in our schools.  I won’t stand for it at
all.___________________________

14. Require family life education curriculum to include viewing a live ultrasound of an unborn baby.

S ___________O___O_________U________
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Explanation____I will not support forcing anyone to do anything.  I stand firmly against Abortion.
However, this is the same as mandatory vaccination.  We need to focus on education not sex ed in
our schools.  It has already went too far._______________________________

15. Require teacher and principal evaluations to include an evaluation of “cultural competency.”
S __________O______O______U________
Explanation_______This appears to be singling people out.  We need to let our teachers get back
to doing their job.____________________________

___mtrj______
Initials

16. Reduce the total number and type of required Standards of Learning assessments to the
minimum federal requirements.

S _____S_____O____________U________

Explanation___________________________________

17. Provide State funded transportation services for students attending private and parochial

schools.

S __________O___O_________U________

Explanation__Private schools should be able to accommodate new students on their own with
transportation services.  This would increase taxes. We need to stay out of private schools business.
That’s the point of it being private._________________________________

18. Expand Tuition Assistance grants to undocumented college students receiving in-state tuition
rates.

S __________O______O______U________

Explanation_______We got to stop taking care of other countries problems on a state
budget.____________________________

19. Prohibit the carrying of firearms in public spaces.

S __________O____O________U________

Explanation___Any gun control is dead on arrival with me.  I want a Castle Doctrine, Enhanced
Stand your ground law, a state recognized gun, and constitutional carry without any
fees.________________________________

20. Amend the Constitution to automatically restore the right-to-vote to felons who have served
their sentences.

S __________O_____O_______U________
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Explanation__Murderers, rapists, and pedophiles should never ever allowed to vote
again._________________________________

21. Allow the public to obtain inactive criminal investigation files under the Freedom of Information
Act.

S ____S______O____________U________

Explanation___This has long been overdue.  I want most state exemptions to FOIA eliminated.
The people need to know how our Government really does business in every way
possible.________________________________

22. Repeal laws that allow foster care/adoption agencies to place children with persons who share
the same beliefs or to place children only in homes with a female and male parent (rather than
same sex couples).

S __________O____________U_____U___

Explanation_____Religiously speaking for myself, I would not support.  However, it’s in the best
interest of the child doctrine and let the courts resolve the issue.  __However, If I find our system is
becoming a farm for sex trafficking than we will shut it down wherever it exists and lock people up
immediately.____________________________

Initials __mtrj______

23. Expand nondiscrimination laws (and lawsuits) to persons who hire part-time employees to work
in the home, including babysitters.

S __________O____O________U________

Explanation______I support right to work laws_____________________________

24. Repeal the provisions of Virginia’s Constitution that define marriage as a union of a man and a
woman.

S __________O_____O_______U________

Explanation______U.S Supreme Court has answered this question and it should remain with the
legislature to decide and decide it’s fate._____________________________

25. Add to the Constitution express recognition of marriage between individuals of the same sex.

S __________O____O________U________

Explanation______I think we should start having the government stay out the marriage and the
definition of it business.  I believe this conflicts with people practice of religion.  If married by the church
than the church protocol should be followed, not the government on beginning and ending marriages.
_____________________________

26. Prohibit the abortion of babies after 20 weeks in the womb.

S __________O________O____U________

Explanation__________Im against abortion_________________________
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27. Repeal the common-law crime of suicide.

S __________O______O______U________

Explanation________Im Pro life___________________________

28. Allocate Virginia’s electoral votes to the presidential candidate who wins the national popular
vote, even if not the candidate Virginia voters choose.

S __________O___O_________U________

Explanation________Every legal vote matters and I want a daily forensic audit of voting
machines and paper ballots daily.___________________________

29. Forbid construction of power plants fueled by fossil fuels.

S __________O____O________U________

Explanation___We are not closing down businesses and elimination free markets and
competition.________________________________

30. Reinstate the estate tax (“death tax”).

S __________O____O________U________

Explanation______No tax increases.  My focus on revenue and reducing
taxes._____________________________

31. Increase income tax rates to fund school construction and law enforcement salaries.

S __________O___O_________U________

Explanation____I’m the only candidate that has the revenue to fund all of this without
increasing taxes.  Marijuana brings in 300 million in revenue the first year and over 13,000 jobs. Uranium
Mining brings in millions of revenue in the first year.  My 15 percent state tax cut will bring business
roaring back and 0 percent first year start ups on state tax.  Along with casinos, I will also make sure we
stay the home of the military and keeping tax revenue here.  We will  also have their family back by
making sure for life that a tax free home and vehicle will be provided if our U.S Military or First
Responders are permanently disabled or die in the line of duty for life.  Upon death the same exemption
will go to the spouse with no exception or changes allowed by local government agencies.
_____________________________

Initials_________

32. Amend the Constitution to vest the appointment of judges in the Governor, subject to legislative
confirmation, instead of in the General Assembly as is currently the case.

S __________O_____O_______U________

Explanation______I want judges elected not appointed at all.  Judges have became people
highest campaign donor.  I won’t tolerate that and we will have more check and balances for
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corrupt good ole boy judges.  The Judicial Review Inquiry Commision is a joke on holding bad
judges accountable._____________________________

33. Decriminalize assisted suicide.

S __________O______O______U________

Explanation___________________________________

34. Require public schools to permit students to use bathrooms and locker rooms assigned to  those
with whose gender they identify, rather than those of their biological sex.

S __________O_____O_______U________

Explanation___This should be common sense.  Only Democrats caused this mess under Obama.
Also no transgender playing in sports unless they are not on any ban substances.  I will sign the
same bill as South Dakota Governor immediately upon it being put forth on my desk as the next
Virginia Governor._____________________________

Name _Merle Rutledge JR___________________________________ Date
__1/19/2021_________________________
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